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$1. INTRODUCTION 
LET G be a finite abelian group of prime power order. We compute the ideal SF(G) (in 
the bordism ring U, of unitary manifolds) of those classes which admit a representing mani- 
fold on which G acts without stationary points and preserving a complex structure on the 
stable tangent bundle. 
Fix a prime number p and assume that G has the form 
G=G,Q... QG,, 
where Gi is a cyclic group of order prti). The ring U, is a graded polynomial ring 
ZC% 02 , . . .] on generators a, of dimension 2i. We can choose 
%(j) 3 i(j) =pj-- 1, j? 1, 
such that it is represented by a manifold Mj having all its Chern numbers divisible by p. 
Denote by MO =p the manifold consisting of p distinct points. Let 1, be the ideal of U, 
generated by CM,], [MJ, . . . , [M,,_,]. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that G is as above. Then SF(G) is the ideal I,. 
An analogous theorem is true for oriented manifolds if we exclude the prime p = 2. 
The case r( 1) = * * * = r(n) = 1 has recently been settled by Floyd [7]. 
I am grateful to Floyd for sending me a copy of [7]. This paper inspired the present 
proof of Theorem 1. In particular we use induction over n via the following theorem, which 
is analogous to Theorem 4.1 of [7]. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose H is a product 
U(q) x ’ * * x U(n,) 
of unitary groups. Consider principal H-bundles 5 with G-action over compact closed unitary 
G-manifolds M. If G acts without stationary points on M, then the bordism class of c (without 
G-action) is contained in 1” U,(BH). 
The rest of the paper is concerned with the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. We extend the 
methods of our previous paper [S] and use sometimes its notations without comment. 
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$2. A KtJNNETH FORMULA 
We assume in this section that H is a compact Lie group such that H,(BH; Z) is 
torsion free. 
Let M, denote the Thorn space of the universal complex vector bundle over SU(m). 
Denote by Xf the space X plus a separate base point. In the sequel we have to use the 
cohomology theory which is derived from the spectrum 
MUA BH+=(M, A BH+lm= 1,2,...). 
We shall denote this cohomology of X by 
U*(X; BH). 
We construct a natural transformation 
(2.1) P:U*(X) @u U,(BH) + U*(X; BH). 
Here we use U for the coefficient ring 
U” = (u-“) = (U”) = u* 
and take the graded tensor product over U. 
Suppose x E Uk(X) is represented by a map 
f 1 sn-k hX+-+M,. 
(Recall that Uk(X) is defined as a direct limit over pointed homotopy sets [Sznmk A X+, 
M,]“, at least for finite dimensional complexes X.) Suppose that y E U,(BH) is represented by 
g:s 2m+q -+ M,,, A BH+. 
Then we have the map 
h, sZm+Zn+q-k ,, x+ = sZm+q,, Sin-k ,, x+ 
---M,,ABH+AM, 
-_j M,+, A BH . 
p A id 
Here T interchanges the factors M,, , BH’ and p : M,,, A M,, + Mm+,, is the canonical pairing. 
We see that h represents an element 
[h] E Uk-q(X; BH). 
We define 
P(x 0~) = PI. 
This is well-defined, and induces (2.1). 
LEMMA 1. The map P is an isomorphism forj%ite CW-complexes X. 
Proof. According to our assumption on H we have that U,(BH) is a free U,- module 
(compare Conner-Floyd [2,18.1]). Hence P defines a natural transformation of cohomology 
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theories which is easily seen to be an isomorphism when X is a point. The lemma follows 
(see Dold [6, 7.11). 
Since P is a natural transformation of cohomology theories it yields a transformation 
of the corresponding spectral sequences (of Atiyah-Hirzebruch type). Assume for sim- 
plicity that X is a complex with finite skeleta. Then we get 
LEMMA 2. If the U*-theory sequence for X collapses, then the U*( - ; BH)-theory spectral 
sequence for X collapses. In that case we have an isomorphism 
limo U*(Xk; BH) S’ U*(X; BH). 
(Here Xk is the k-skeleton of X and limo is the inverse limit.) 
Proof. P induces an isomorphism on the EJevel. The tensor product OuU,(BH) 
commutes with homology. The triviality of the U*( - ; BH) spectral sequence follows by 
induction in showing that P induces an isomorphism on each E,-level. 
If the spectral sequence is trivial, then 
lim’ U*(Xk; BH) = 0, 
and the second statement follows from the exact sequence involving limo, lim’ (see Milnor 
[S]). We assume, of course, that we have extended U*( - ; BH) as an additive cohomology 
theory to arbitrary complexes. 
We are in particular interested in the structure of U*(BZ,; BH) as U*(BZ,)-module 
(q power of p). 
LEMMA 3. P induces an isomorphism. 
P’: U*(BZ,) & U,(BH) + U*(BZ,; BH). 
Proof: In order to avoid a lengthy discussion of completed tensor products, we give an 
ad hoc definition of the 0, appearing in the lemma. Let (Xi 1 i E I) be a basis of U,(BH) 
as a U,-module. Denote by 
the graded group which has in degree n the group 
Un+dim x’(X). 
This we make in an obvious way into a U*(X)-module. We define 
u*(x) GtJ U*(BH) =iJJ C (xi>u*(x)* 
If Xk is the k-skeleton of BZ4 we have a commutative diagram 
ErC (xJU*(Xk) Q 
\ 
’ U*(X> @U U*(BfO 
P’ 
L 
/ii 
U*(Xk; BH) 
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where Q maps y B c (x&!-J*(X) to y @ x, and P’ is defined so as to make the diagram com- 
mutative. P and Q are isomorphisms. Take the limit when k goes to infinity, that gives the 
result. 
$3. THE a-HOMOMORPHISM 
We recall some equivariant bordism groups that we have to use. 
Let X be any G-space and let 
RG(X) 
be the bordism group of unitary singular G-manifolds of dimension n, f : M + X. Here f is 
G-equivariant and A4 is a closed differentiable G-manifold of dimension n together with a 
G-homotopy class of a G-invariant complex structure on the stable tangent bundle. 
In addition to these geometric bordism groups we have homotopical bordism groups 
KG(X). 
They are defined as a direct limit over pointed G-homotopy sets [V, M,,,(G) A X’]& 
Here V runs through the complex G-modules, I” is the one-point compactification of I’, 
and M,,,(G) is the Thorn space of the m-dimensional universal complex G-vector bundle (see 
[S] for details). For X a point we get the groups U;‘* &Z UT* of [S]. We have canonical 
homomorphisms (see [5]) i : anG(X) + U,,G(X). 
We are particularly interested in the case when X is a classifying spaoe B(G, If) for 
G-equivariant principal H-bundles [3]. We then have an a-homomorphism (bundling trans- 
formation in [SJ) which takes the form 
a: UnG(B(G, H)) --t UI-“(BG; BH). 
We are going to construct a. Consider the composition of maps 
PC, M,(G) A B(G, fO+l”G (1) , 
[(V= A EG+)/G, (M,(G) A B(G, IT)+ A EG+)/G]“-7 
WC A EG+)/G, W&,(G) x i+G.H) x i&)/G]” - Y’ 
NV’ A EG’YG, ML x idBHHO , 
(3) 
~2”((V= A EG+)/G; BH) , 
(4) 
82’“-2’v’(BG; BH). 
We explain the entries. (1) Is smash-product with EG+ and then division by G. This is com- 
patible with homotopy as indicated. (2) Is just a reformulation of the right hand space in 
the homotopy set; t,(G) is the universal m-dimensional complex G-vector bundle and M(q) 
in general is the Thorn space of the bundle r. The map 
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comes from a canonical reproduction [4] 
(B(G, U(m)) x B(G, H) x EG)/G z BU(m) x BH x BG 
by projection onto the first two factors and then passing to Thorn spaces. The map (3) comes 
from the definition of U*( - ; BH) as a direct limit. (4) Is a canonical Thorn isomorphism 
(I l’/ is the complex dimension of V). 
If we stabilize the above composition of maps over the various V we get the desired 
map c(. 
LEMMA 4. The composition 
%*‘(B(G, H)) 7 U,‘(B(G, H)) -;’ U*(BG; BH) 7 U,(BH) 
is the map which,forgets the G-action. (E is induced by mapping a point into BG.) 
Proof: Direct verification from the definition. 
94. FIXED POINTS 
We describe in this section a commutative diagram which originates from the restriction 
of G-spaces to its fixed point set. The important point for us is the existence of the commu- 
tative diagram. 
Denote B(G, H) by X and the fixed point set of this G-space by Y. Let (5 (j E J) be a 
complete set of non-isomorphic, non-trivial, irreducible complex G-modules. The letter i 
will always refer to an object related to V, . We denote by A(G) the integral group ring of the 
abelian group of all functions J --f 2. 
The reader should now study Sections 2 and 3 of [5], before he reads the following 
description. 
Restriction to the fixed point set induces homomorphisms 
~1 U*‘(X) + U*((nj BU) X Y) 0 A(G) = : L*( Y; G) 
and 
‘PI : @n”(W --+ n=,n,n,Ut(WjJ3U(nj)l x Y) = : FLY; G) 
We have a localized cc-map 
A:&( Y; G) -+ U”(BG; BH)[S-‘I. 
Ihe expression on the right means that we have introduced elements of the set S c U*(BG) 
1s denominators. Here S is the set of Conner-Floyd characteristic classes 
{cf,(EG x c l’j + RG) lj E 31, cfi E U’(BG). 
The following “fixed point diagram ” is the one referred to above 
*7X) 9”x+ 1 Ix_ U*(BG; BH) 
‘0 I 
I 
FdY; (3 - nw L(Y; WA+ U*(BG; BH)[S-‘1 
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A is the canonical map into the module of quotients. w is the canonical map of F* into L, 
as in [5, Proposition 4.11. The map y1 is induced by mapping each factor BU into itself with 
the “inverse ” of the H-space BU. 
THEOREM 3. TheJixed point diagram is commutative. 
Proof. See (3.1) and (4.1) of [S]. 
$5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
We first prove Theorem 2. Recall that G was a group Gr $ - - - @ G,, . The proof is by 
induction over the number n of cyclic factors. 
Suppose n = 1. Take 
x = [r --, M-J E @(B(G, H)) 
where G has no stationary points on M. Theorem 3 shows that ctix is contained in the kernel 
of A. By [l, $2, No. 2, Proposition 41, this means that sctix = 0 for some s E S, where S is 
the multiplicative closure of S. 
Next we have to use the structure of 
A: U*(BZ,) --f U*(BZ,)[S*], 
where q is a power of p. The Gysin sequence of the sphere bundle S’jZ, --+ BZ, --+ BS’ 
gives U*(BZ,) z U*(BS’)/(e), where (e) is the ideal generated by e = e&(@), u] canonical 
line bundle over BS’ (or BZ,). We have U*(BS’) g U*[[C]], C = cfl(v). Hence elements 
of U*(BZ,) can be described by formal homogeneous power series over U* in an element 
C E U’(BZ,). We have a relation of the type 
e$l@?) = c~(($‘“>“) = U(P + L, Y + JLYZ + * * -), 
with certain Li E U-” and y = cfi(@‘). Since y E S, and p + L, y + Lz yz + - - * E U’(BS’: 
is a prime element, we see that the kernel of ;i is the ideal generated by 
(Note: If we regard E(C, q) as a power series in C we have E(C, p) = p + LIC + L, C* + - - - 
The elements L, are contained in the ideal I(p) of bordism classes of U* all of whose Cherr 
numbers are divisible by p. Furthermore l(p) is generated by the L,,(+ n(i) =pi - 1 
i=l,2 ) . . . and p.) This implies together with Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 5. y E kernel (A : U*(BZ,; BH) -+ U*(BZ,; BH) [S-‘I), if and only ify has th 
form y = E(C, q) y’. 
In particular we see that an element y with Ay = 0 must have the coefficient of Co o 
any component in U*(BZ,; BH) E II x(xi)U*(B Z,) divisible by p. Together with Lemma 1 
this implies the assertion of Theorem 2 for n = 1. 
Now we assume that Theorem 2 is true for n - 1 and we write G as 
G = G, @ G’ 
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with G, = Z,, q = pk. Given a principal H-bundle 5 --f M with G-action. We assume that G 
has no stationary points on M. We restrict the G-action to the G,-action and consider the 
fixed point bundle of the latter action. To be precise we apply the homomorphism 40, of 
Section 4. By the induction hypothesis we have 
4011t --) Ml E L,F*(Y; q. 
But since all the maps in the fixed point diagram are U,-module maps, we see that 
(5.1) kti[< + M] E Im_,U*(BZ,; BH)[S-‘1 
(see Theorem 3). We want to conclude from (5.1) that 
15 + Ml E UJd~fO. 
This is a completely algebraic problem. 
We use the following notation: A = U*[[C]], b is the ideal in A generated by E(C, q), 
b, is the ideal in A generated by cf,($),f: A + A/b, and g : A -+ A/b are the canonical maps. 
We identify A with U*(BSl) and A/b, with U*(BZ,). We denote by q the canonical line 
bundle over BS’. Then we have a canonical set T c A with f(T) = S. Put g(T) = R. 
Denote by b’ c ACT-‘] the ideal generated by E(C, q). 
LEMMA 6. We have a canonical isomorphism 
ACT-‘l/b’ g (A/b,)[S-‘I, 
which is induced by J 
Proof. The relation 
gives us a quotient map 
c_fi(V) = cfi(vl”‘3 - E(C, d 
A/b, -+ A/b 
and it is not difficult to see that this map induces an isomorphism 
A/b,[S-‘1 r A/b[R-‘I. 
On the other hand we have an isomorphism 
ACT-‘-J/b’ r A/b[R-‘1 
by [l, $2, No. 5, Proposition 111, if we verify 
(iAT)-’ = b, 
where i: : A + ACT-‘] is the canonical map. But that follows fromthe fact that A is a unique 
factorization domain and E(C, q) is a prime element in A which is prime to the elements 
of T. 
Now we consider a power series 
B = B, + B, C -I- . . - E U*(BZ,) 
which has the property 
(5.2) IB E I,_,U*(BZ,)[S-‘1. 
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In view of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 it is sufficient for the proof of Theorem 2 to show in this 
case that B, E I,. 
By Lemma 6 the relation (5.2) yields an equality in ACT-‘] of the form 
(5.3) B=za,sj+E(C,q)*h 
with a, E In_l, si E T-IA, h E T-‘A. 
From the relation 
E(C, 4) = ~%Xrl”‘“), P) 
we see that mod I,-1 the series E = E(C, q) has the form 
E = e(k)i(“)(M,_, + N; e(k) + N,+l . e(k)*+ ...) 
where e(k) = cfl(rq’“), i(n) = pn - 1, and M,_, is a manifold as in the Section 1. So we 
get from (5.3) the equality 
(5.4) B = e(k)‘(“)(M,_, + N, . e(k) + *.*)h 
in AIT-l]/Z”_lAIT-l]. We have denoted by Z,,_,A[T-‘1 the closed ideal (in the C-adic 
topology) generated by elements x * y, x E In_l and y E A[T- ‘1. If we consider a similar 
quotient t: A -+ A/Z,,_,A, we have in analogy to Lemma 6 the 
LEMMA I. There exists a canonical isomorphism 
ACT- ‘I/Z,_ ,A[T- ‘1 = (A/I,_ ,A)[t(T)- ‘1. 
If we now use (5.4) and observe that M,,_, + N, * e(k) + . . . . is a prime element in the 
unique factorization domain A/Z,_,A, and that this element is prime to the elements of t(T), 
we see that e(k)‘(“)h must be integral. Hence we see from (5.4) that the first coefficient B, 
is in U,JI,_IU, a multiple of M,_l. This was to be shown. The proof of Theorem 2 is 
finished. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is easy to construct unitary G-manifolds which show the inclusion 
Z, c SF(G); see Floyd [7]. If we consider a unitary G-manifold A4 as a special case of an 
H-bundle with G-action, where His the trivial group, we get from Theorem 2 the inclusion 
1, =,9’(G). 
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